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Immediate Release 

 

myTV SUPER × HGC Broadband 

1G Home Broadband + myTV Gold + Concurrent Viewing on 3 Devices^ = $198#/mth 

Triple Up The Joy 

 

(26 April 2021) Stepping into its 5th anniversary, myTV SUPER, the OTT platform of 

Television Broadcasts Limited (TVB), announced today that it has launched the new service 

plan with HGC Broadband, the home broadband service offered by HGC Global 

Communications Limited (HGC) to offer a competitive package of 1G Home Broadband and 

myTV Gold service with its new function of Concurrent viewing on 3 Devices^. Consumers 

are able to enjoy their favorite TV programs through myTV SUPER set-top-box via the stable 

and high-speed broadband network; as well as sharing the concurrent viewing function with 

two more friends to Triple Up The Joy. 

 

Mr Lam Kwai Hing, the Chief Operating Officer of MyTV Super Limited said, “HGC 

Broadband is our business partner who shares the same strategy in prioritizing the smooth 

customer experience and adding value to our services. This year we jointly introduce the 

concurrent viewing function accompanied by stable and high-speed broadband network to 

our consumers, not only to enrich their experience but also enhance our competitiveness in 

the market. That is the win-win solution.” Mr Lam remarked that myTV Gold content will be 

kept up-to-date and diversified, for example, the myTV SUPER Originals “Fraudstars”, “AI 

Romantic” and “SUPER FIVE”; Shaw production “Drive u to the Hell”; express Japanese, 

Korean and mainland programs as well as sports events such as “FA Cup”, etc. (Please 

refer to Appendices 1 and 2 for details) 

 

Mr Ben Wu, Director – Consumer & Mass Market, HGC, said, "In addition to the high-quality 

and reliable broadband services, HGC also provides flexibility and diverse choices of 

entertainment to customers. Together with HGCmore, the one-stop online shopping and e-

commerce platform, HGC will meet the various needs of customers for broadband services 

and quality of life. In the future, HGC Broadband will continue to explore and introduce 

different service bundle plans and provide customers with more choices.” 
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HGC Broadband + myTV Gold Service Plan (Concurrent Viewing on 3 Devices) 

HGC Broadband myTV SUPER Monthly Fee* 

 

1G 
 

myTV Gold service 

 

myTV SUPER set-top-

box + Concurrent 

Viewing on 2 extra 

devices (available for 

viewing on notebook, 

mobile or tablet) 

$198#
up 

 
The promotion plan is for 24 months and applicable to designated broadband coverage buildings. Terms & 
conditions apply. 
# The monthly fee is suggested retail price only, please refer to the announcements of myTV SUPER and 

HGC for details. 
* Please refer to the website or contact sales staff for more information on the service plan details. 
^    myTV SUPER set-top-box+ Concurrent Viewing on 2 extra devices (available for viewing on notebook, 

mobile or tablet) 

 

Please refer to the following websites for the service plan’s details: 

1. https://www.hgcbroadband.com/en/  
2. https://reg.mytvsuper.com/tc/registration/home/service_mean 

 

 

About myTV SUPER  

The service of myTV SUPER is broadened by TVB and provided by MyTV Super Limited. It 

offers you a vast volume and extensive choices of thematic channels and on-demand 

programs, featuring TVB self-produced shows, Asian dramas and variety shows, movies, 

classic movies, the latest Japanese anime, and other popular, high quality contents and 

topics of work. myTV SUPER is applicable on TV via myTV SUPER box, (selected 4K quality 

programs are available in 4K TV), mobile, tablet and web browser. 

 

網址  ：www.mytvsuper.com 

Facebook ：@mytvsuper 

Instagram ：@mytvsuper 

Youtube  ：https://www.youtube.com/c/mytvsuper_official 

 

  

https://www.hgcbroadband.com/en/
https://reg.mytvsuper.com/tc/registration/home/service_mean
http://www.mytvsuper.com/
https://www.youtube.com/c/mytvsuper_official
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About HGC Global Communications Limited 

HGC Global Communications Limited (HGC) is a leading Hong Kong and international fixed-

line operatortelecom operator and ICT service provider. The company owns an extensive 

network and infrastructure in Hong Kong and overseas and provides various kinds of 

services. HGC has 23 overseas offices, with business over 5 continents. It provides telecom 

infrastructure service to other operators and serves as a service provider to corporate and 

households. The company provides full-fledged telecom, data centre services, ICT solutions 

and broadband services for local, overseas, corporate and mass markets. HGC owns and 

operates an extensive fibre-optic network, five cross-border telecom routes integrated into 

tier-one telecom operators in mainland China and connects with hundreds of world-class 

international telecom operators. HGC is one of Hong Kong’s largest Wi-Fi service providers, 

running over 29,000 Wi-Fi hotspots in Hong Kong. The company is committed to further 

investing and enriching its current infrastructure and, in parallel, adding on top the latest 

technologies and developing its infrastructure services and solutions. HGC is a portfolio 

company of I Squared Capital, an independent global infrastructure investment manager 

focusing on energy, utilities and transport in North America, Europe and selected fast-

growing economies. 

 

To learn more, please visit HGC’s website at: www.hgc.com.hk 

 

 

－End－ 

 

Press Enquiry： 

Television Broadcasts Limited 

Corporate & Community Relations Department 

Peggy Kwok 

Tel︰+852 2335 2296 / +852 9744 6452 

Email：peggy.kwok@tvb.com.hk 

 

HGC Global Communications Limited 

Corporate Affairs and Public Relations 

Tel: +852 2128 2150 / 2128 5218 

Email: pr@hgc.com.hk   

 

 

 

  

http://www.hgc.com.hk/
mailto:peggy.kwok@tvb.com.hk
mailto:pr@hgc.com.hk
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Appendix 1: myTV Gold program recommendation for April and May 

Program On-air Date Short Description 

《Fraudstars》 

The whole 

series is on-

shelf already 

Lawrence Cheng, Ngo Ka Nin and Chiang Ka Man 

lead the 7-fraudster trope to deceive people. 

《AI Romantic》 now 
Lee Kai Sum is transformed to AI robot and has the 

love affair with Luk Wing and Fung Ying Ying. 

《SUPER FIVE》 now 

Fung Ying Ying, Mak Mei Yan, Kan Shuk Yi, Derek 

Alan James Mackesy and Brian Chu host the 5th 

anniversary special program “SUPER FIVE” and 

take up game challenges. Wong Yuen Man and 

Tyson Chak Hoi Tai join as the special guests. 

《Drive u to the Hell》 7 / 5 

Alex Fong and Donald co-host and invite star 

guests to talk about ghost stories in the car. 

Exciting, thrill and fun. 

《Master’s Talk》 now 
BOB and Mak Ling Ling talk about fengshui and 

gossip with star guests. 

《Testing Menu》 now 

Edwin Siu partnered with Michelin chefs to use the 

simple food ingredient to explore new testing 

menus. 

《Court Lady》 now 

New production by “Story of Yanxi Palace” crew, Xu 

Kai and Li Yi Tong battle against the political and 

commercial war. 

《How to Get a Divorce for 

the Whole Family!》 
now 

Kitagawa Keiko’s first drama after giving birth, the 

story about divorce with Eita Nagayama. 

《Why I Dress Up for Love》 now 

Created by the writer of “Incurable Case of Love, 

An”, the love comedy acted by Haruna Kawaguchi 

and Ryusei Yokohama. 

《Dragon Sakura (II)》 now  

Hiroshi Abe is sent back to Ryuzan High School to 

let the students admitted into the University of 

Tokyo.  

《Oh! Master》 now 
Lee Min Ki, Nana and CNBlue Kang Min Hyuk begin 

their love comedy. 

《Mouse》 now 
Lee Seung Gi and Lee Hee Joon join together to 

encounter a psychopathic serial killer. 

《Unexpected Business》 now 
Cha Tae Hyun and Jo In Sung unexpectedly 

become the bosses of a countryside supermarket. 

FA Cup -- 
Exclusively broadcast for 4 consecutive seasons 

starting from 2019/2020 in Hong Kong 
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Appendix 2: myTV Gold includes the following premium services: 

 

1. Alpha Pack 

2. myTV SUPER C-Club SVOD  

3. myTV SUPER K-Club SVOD  

4. Drama More SVOD  

5. myTV SUPER Concert SVOD  

6. Ani-One+Ani-Kids Animation & Kids Pack  

7. Celestial Shaw Movies SVOD Pack  

8. myTV SUPER Movie Pack  

9. Mei Ah Movie Pack  

10. myTV SUPER Hollywood Movie Pack  

11. Golden Scene Movie Pack  

12. tvN Movies Pack  

13. BBC Entertainment & Information Pack  

14. CJ Korean Entertainment Pack  

15. Nickelodeon Kids Pack  

16. Action Thriller Movie Entertainment Pack  

17. Blue Ant Entertainment Pack  

18. AXN+Animax Pack  

19. Mezzo Live HD  

20. myTV SUPER Football Pack  

21. Discovery Pack  

22. myTV SUPER 18  

23. China Movie Channel  

24. Red Label SVOD  

 

Remark: myTV SUPER reserves the right to change or cancel any channel and/or any 

content at any time without prior notice. 
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